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CAUCHVS PROBLEM FOR A CERTAIN SYSTEM OF INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ORDER 2p
1. The Problem Let B be a non-empty set of real numbers and R^ the zone R n *(;0,T > (n>2, 0<T<o°).
Let us denote by uB a set of real functions u^, with £eB, and D am u.B the set of |ocl+mu the derivatives D°" n ufl = -^ (>fleB), where " a * o(M _ 3x.. .. i3x 9t n | oc | = XL «j and m 0 is an integer. The domain of the i=1 parameters a and m will be given in the sequel.
In this paper we shall prove the existence of a solution of the following system of integro-differential equations (£e5, (X.tj 6 Rj, k=2( p-j) , U«|oc| +2m«2p-1, 0«|V|+2k*2p, P >1) , Applying the potential method we shall reduce the above Cauchy problem to a system of integral eqnations-and then prove the existence of a solution of this system basing on the Schauaer-fikhonov fixed-point theorem.
Let us note that a similar Cauchy problem for a linear differential equation of order 2p was solved by A.Borzymowski in [l] and that M. Tryjarska have examined in [8] a Cauchy problem with one homogeneous initial condition for quasi-linear parabolic system of order 2p. Systems of an arbitrary power have been already considered in connection with other kinds of problems (see [4] and [7] ).
As.?iiraptj ons
We ms' ce the following assumptions: I. ajg 3 (i,;j=1,n; j0«B) with = a£ X are bounded and continuous functions of (X,t) e and real (jreB; 0«|a| +2ai<2p-i; such that sup Is* 12 !"^0 0 and fulfil x) ¡reK the .i'older inequalities ' where I OX I >|OZ|j h , la , h* e (0,1> snC 0 > c:.
*' z" m denotes the set of z* m with frfi!: 0«J<x| +2ii.sS2r-1. 
whers |OX|>|CX|, h e (0,1> , R > 0, b = aax(bfl bH, b?). In order to prove the existence of the solutions of the problem (1.1), (1.2) let us consider the relations t ! . -, In order to examine the system of integro-differential equations (3.3), (3.4) with the unknown functions u^iX.t), fy(X,t) (p € B) let us consider the following system of integral equations
in which the functions ujj k (X,t), ^(X,t) (0 as |v| +2k< 2p) are unknown.
We shall prove the existence of the solution of the system (3.8), (3.9) using s topological method based on the following Schauder-Tikhonov theorem (see e.g. [2], p.227):
"In a locally convex Hausdorff space, every continuous transformation of a non-empty, convex and compact set into itself possesses at least one fixed point".
-32 -Let us consider the family of spaces A^iySeB), consisting of all systems Up = ju^k(X,t), fy (X,t)| (0« | V| +2k^ 2p) of real functions defined and continuous in Hj (functions u^k for 0« |+2k« 2p-1) arc (functions <f fi and u^k for |v|+2k = 2p) respectively, s-.d satisfying the conditions If we define in A^ in the usual manner linear opsro'iions, norm by the formula || U A || = Jf'y * + Ji^ + and mstrix of difference U^ -U^ (U^, tfe e ), then it can be shown that the spaces A/j{ fleU) are linear, metric and complete (ccmj.
[6] , p. 144).
Let Zjj, for each jieB, denote the set of ell points of A^ satisfying the conditions where (X,t), (X,t) e r£ { lOXl ^lOXI; t < t, 0 < h 1 < <min(h Q , h^, hh' p , h H K p , (1-S)h f ) (with h 0 =min(h ,2h" ,hh*) and 6 being the constant defined on the preceding page), b, h and m are the constants appearing in (3.2) and (3.10) and R, R^, Z , are positive parameters. It is easily seen that the sets Z^ {ft t B) are non-emptj and convex and their compactness can be proved by an argument similar to that in paper [6] (see p.147).
Further, we shall consider the space A*= X A fl with the /3eB " Tikhonov topology (see e.g. [3], p.252). As it is known (see e.g. [2], p.31 and 116) this space is a locally convex Hausdorff space.
The set Z* = X Z A of the elements of A* is non-empty /5eB p and compact as a cartesian product of non-empty, convex and compact sets.
In view of the system (3.8), (3.9), we map Z* by the transformation (u )
(3.18) ^(X,t) -JJ N^U B, (X,tjy,r)^(Y,r)dYdr = G^fX.t), 0 R n where /JeB} 0< lei+21«£ 2p, 0^|v|+2k<2p, OsSlocl +2m^2p-1. We shall denote by V = X V^ the image of an arbitrary /3eB t vk 1 choosen element U = X Ua (where V* = t» (X,t), %{X,t) f, y3 6 B p I -34 - where |v|+2k = 2pj (X,t)f (X,?) e Rj, |OX|>|OXl, t
The corresponding conditions for ;^(X(t) {fi e B) can be obtained in virtue of formula (3.6), assumptions IV and Vt Theorem 3 in [5] and the Htilder oondition |ay(x,t,u; m (X,t)) -a 1 3(X,t,i5 ,II {X,t))|< < const (l+B^'jtllXl 110 • It-tl^0), where hQ = min(h' , 2h" , hh*) that results from (2.1) and (3.12). (it suffices to assume that and are small enough) and, moreover, the number T is sufficiently small, then the following system By an argument analogous to that in [4] and [7] one can prove that the transformation (3.17), (3.13) is continuous.
-
-36 -
Taking into account the results obtained in the present section we can assert that all the assumptions of Schauder--Tikhonov theorem are satisfied and therefore there exists in Z* at least one element U = X ÎL, where U^ = = juJ k (X,t), fyUjtjj +2k«2p), being a fixed point of the transformation (3.17), (3.18). Hence, the functions u^k(X,t), ^(X,t) (yS e Bj OsiM +2k<2p) satisfy the system of integral equations (3.8), (3.9). It results from the properties of the integrals appearing in (3.3) (see [5] ) that the functions u|°(X,t), fyfX.t) (fi e B; =0) satisfy the system of integro-differentiàl equations (3.3), (3»4). It is easily seen that in virtue of Theorem 2 in [5] (oomp. (3.10)) and formula (3.7) in the present paper, these functions fulfil (see (3.4)) the initial conditions (1.2) and satisfy the system (1.1).
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. Theorem. If assumptions I -V are satisfied and if the coefficients flip, Sp and the number T are sufficiently small, so that the system (3.20) is valid, $hen there exists at least one solution Ug(X,t) of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2). -37 -
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